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You certainly have heard the latest buzz going around about Chat GPT.

If you haven’t, you must be living under a rock. Chat GPT has been creating quite a

stir in the tech world lately, with its ability to generate meaningful conversations

using advanced machine learning algorithms.

Are you overwhelmed with the ever-changing technology landscape and don’t

know where to start when it comes to launching your business into the AI age?

You’re not alone.

But here’s the good news: AI isn’t as complicated or out of reach as you think. In

fact, it has become a must-have automation tool for anyone in the real estate

business.

If you've been looking for a way to level up your business (and lower your stress

levels), then you're in the right place. 

We will show you exactly how you can use powerful tools like AI in combination

with the technologies already available to real estate agents today to drastically

improve the way you do business.

Artificial Intelligence
(AI) has revolutionized
many industries, and
real estate is no
exception.
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What is AI?

First things first, what is AI? 

AI stands for Artificial Intelligence, which

is basically a computer program that can

learn from and imitate human behavior. It

can recognize patterns, identify trends,

and make decisions on its own.

In today's world, AI is being used by savvy

businesses across all industries to

increase their productivity and

profitability. Real estate agents are no

exception! By harnessing the power of AI,

agents can streamline their operations,

and save time and money on tedious

tasks.

So what can this new AI Assistant do for

you? Let’s look at just a few of the

incredible things that will help you free up

time and make your life easier.

It’s like hiring your

own personal 

AI Assistant, but 

at a much more

affordable cost!!
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The number of businesses using

AI jumped by 270% between 2015

and 2019, and the industry is

continuing to grow.

How To Use
AI in Your
Real Estate
Business

270%
Here are just a few ways to

use AI in real estate:

Save time and energy with
the help of artificial
intelligence to focus on
money making tasks in your
business.

Writing Property Descriptions

Creating Social Media Posts

Emails, Blogs and Videos
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Accurate descriptions: Using data points provided, such as location, size and
features, AI generates detailed descriptions which capture the essence of the
property accurately;
 Cost effective: Time saved on manually creating descriptions means you save
money;
 Unique insights: With access to a wealth of data sources, AI can provide unique
facts or details about the area that wouldn’t be noticed with manual writers;
 Targeted language: By tailoring copy specifically to target audiences with higher
semantic richness than manual produced content;  
 Consistency/Quality Control: AI generated content can detect grammatical or
spelling errors in the copy which is important for creating professional looking
content.

A real estate agent can use AI-based text generation technology to generate accurate,
descriptive, and engaging copy for properties. 

With the help of AI, agents can create more detailed descriptions that are longer and
include more facts, figures and information than normal. This helps to increase the
visibility of the listing and makes it stand out from all the other properties on the
market.

The use of AI-generated content in writing property listing descriptions has many
benefits over traditional manual methods. 

Writing Property Descriptions

>Write a listing description for a 4
bedroom Victorian style house in a
quiet neighborhood near a school.
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Creating Social
Media Posts

AI can help a real estate agent by automating tedious tasks such as

writing social media content and managing the content calendar.

Your AI Assistant could provide a useful solution for those times when

you’re stuck on what to post. It can be difficult to come up with content

ideas on the spot, and by using AI you can craft posts that provide

valuable information to your audience. 

You can use it to help generate blog topics, create longer form

content, or even to inspire creative new social media campaigns that

get people talking. AI can automatically optimize post titles,

descriptions and tags for improved reach and engagement.
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What Can AI 
Do On Social?

1

2

3

AI can generate personalized

content ideas based on market

trends, consumer behavior, and

current events.

AI can suggest the best times to

post content on various social

media platforms.

AI can optimize content for specific

platforms, taking into account

factors such as character count,

aspect ratio, and platform-specific

visual elements.
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4

5

Listings and property

promotions

Market updates and analysis

Lifestyle and community-

focused posts

Personal and professional

brand building content

AI can create a variety of content

types, including:

Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

LinkedIn

TikTok

And more!

AI can write content for a variety of

social media platforms, including:
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Emails, Blogs and
Videos

Email marketing: AI can help generate
personalized emails for clients based on their
interests and preferences, leading to higher
open and conversion rates.

Blogs: AI can assist in researching and writing

blog posts on topics relevant to your target

audience, keeping your content fresh and up-to-

date.

Videos: AI can help generate scripts for video

content, including property tours and market

updates, making it easier to create engaging and

informative video content for your clients.

Here are some benefits of using AI for

content creation in these areas:

Yes, AI can also help you to write great content for your
emails, blogs or videos.

AI can help real estate agents create compelling and
engaging content for a variety of platforms, including
emails, blogs, and videos. 
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Additional AI
Services

Try Chat
GPT

Chat GPT:
Can try it for Free, Limited on use
Upgrade to Plus paid account

Recommendations
As we’ve mentioned, Chat GPT has been the talk of the town as far as AI
powered content writing software. But it is not the only software out there
that does this.

We have been using AI for a number of years, from automated email
software, to grammar checkers, to now content writing. 

Preferred AI
Writing Tool

Jasper AI: 
Get 10,000 Free Credits to Try It For
Free

Get Free 
Trial

Check out our recommendations
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https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
https://www.jasper.ai/?utm_source=partner&fpr=envisioncloud
https://www.jasper.ai/?utm_source=partner&fpr=envisioncloud
https://www.jasper.ai/?utm_source=partner&fpr=envisioncloud

